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Overview
Great Places for All Ages
Nearly 45 million Americans are age 65 or older. By 2030, one in five Americans will be older than 65. By 2034, the United
States will — for the first time ever — be a country comprising more older adults than children.
AARP supports the efforts of neighborhoods, towns, cities, and rural areas to be great places for people of all ages. A livable
community is one that is safe and secure. It offers choices in where to live and how to get around. And it equitably serves
residents of all ages, ability levels, incomes, races, ethnicities, and other backgrounds.

Livable Communities:
Enhance personal independence;
Allow residents to remain in their homes and communities as they age; and
Provide opportunities for residents of all ages, ability levels, and backgrounds to
engage fully in civic, economic, and social life.

AARP Livable Communities Principles
Policymakers at the federal, state, and local levels have important roles in designing livable communities where residents of all
ages can participate fully. AARP’s 2021-22 Policy Book lays out broad goals for land use, housing, and transportation to create
livable and resilient communities.

Secure affordability: Communities should provide

transportation, housing, and other services and features that
are affordable to people of all income levels.

Promote health, safety, and environmental
sustainability: Communities should support the right of

ability level, and background, should have access to affordable
transportation and housing. Everyone should also have a safe
and healthy environment in which to live.

individuals from all incomes and backgrounds to live safe,
secure, and healthy lives. Environmentally sustainable
communities protect natural resources and create conditions,
such as clean air and water, which improve health outcomes
for residents over the long term.

Ensure quality and choice: Individuals should have a range

Achieve holistic policymaking: All communities should

Secure equitable access: All people, regardless of income,

of high-quality options to meet their needs, including housing
and transportation.

Prioritize accessibility and the ability to age in place:

People of all abilities and ages should be able to enjoy
community services and features that meet their needs. They
should be able to live in the setting of their choice and have
increased access to destinations.

seek to improve the interconnectedness of such issues as
health, wellness, safety, work, education, environment,
and social engagement. Doing so enables residents across
generations to live their best lives.
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Engaging Locally + Livable Communities
The Purpose of This Toolkit
This toolkit supports AARP state offices and other nonprofits currently engaging or
seeking to engage with local partners using a charrette process.
A charrette is a multiday, participatory planning event that brings together a wide variety
of stakeholders and experts to “co-develop solutions to built environment problems using
design. Although traditionally applied to community design and planning work, it is also
being used in policy and organizational planning efforts.”1 An AARP livable communities
charrette provides an opportunity to inform or influence local advocacy efforts.

Great, age-friendly places don’t happen by accident.
They are shaped by plans, policies, and regulations adopted by government that influence
what developers build, what businesses and services operate in an area, and how residents
get around.
Ideally, community voice informs and influences these decisions.
When it comes to making places more walkable — with a mix of nearby services,
housing and retail options — it is often easier for local governments to include
broad-brush livability values in planning documents than to apply them in a specific
development or neighborhood.
Reaching a shared vision for an area’s future can be difficult and sometimes contentious.
There are many parties with different interests. Other times, local zoning regulations, land
use plans, and transportation policies can hinder a community’s ability to create more
walkable places with diverse housing options near services and retail.

A UNIQUE APPROACH
During a charrette,
“planners involve as
many stakeholders as
early as possible in a
set of short, intensive
design meetings. In these
collaborative, hands-on
sessions, participants help
planners root out potential
problems, identify and
debate solutions, and
create a buildable plan.
The charrette process
compresses planning into
a matter of days and brings
all the stakeholders — and
all the issues — into one
room.” 2

It is not uncommon for communities to require assistance to engage partners to
constructively chart a path forward.
This is where AARP state offices can bring their full suite of advocacy, education, and
member engagement tools to create new and lasting local partnerships.
As a respected third party and convener, AARP state offices can help to create trust among
partners and elevate community voice by supporting collaborative and solution-focused
engagements. These efforts can raise awareness of livability principles and advance
opportunities to implement them in specific locations and policy contexts.

Madill, Holly and Bill Lennertz and Wayne Beyea. “PAS Memo: Crafting Charrettes that Transform Communities” American Planning
Association. Planning Advisory Service. 2018.
2
Lennertz, Bill and Aarin Lutzenhiser. “Charrettes 101: Dynamic Planning for Community Change.” Fannie Mae Foundation.
Building Blocks. Summer 2003, Vol. 4 No. 1
1
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Engaging Locally + Livable Communities
Building on AARP State Office Experience and Expertise
Following a successful charrette process in San José, AARP
California commissioned this toolkit to assist other AARP
state offices seeking to engage community partners in new
ways to plan for and implement livability principles locally.

is appropriate to the scale, location(s) and issue(s) that the
community seeks to address.
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As a host, supporter, or convener, AARP can work with local
partners to design and implement a charrette approach that

With the 8 Domains of Livability as a guide, AARP has a ready
framework to help partners consider the key ingredients that
make a place more livable and age-friendly. The domains are
well-suited focus areas for a charrette.
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While this toolkit is primarily focused on the charrette process and the San José experience, it also highlights work in
Minnesota, Texas, Louisiana, and Vermont, where AARP state offices have led efforts to engage, support, and empower
communities to make their cities more livable for people of all ages.
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The Charrette in a Nutshell
What is it?

A charrette is a multiday, participatory process to create a design and implementation strategy for a
specific plan, project, or policy. Charrettes are used to educate and engage community members, collect
input, and inform development, planning, design, and policy decisions. Most charrettes are focused on
how an area is designed and arranged; however, the process can be adapted for community input on
policies and local codes.

Who is involved?

Anyone who has a stake in the outcome of the charrette, including area residents and businesses,
planners, property owners, parks and public works professionals, elected officials, architects, urban
designers, philanthropy, and more. Charrettes are usually sponsored by the entity in charge of the project
(e.g., local government agency or a developer) and are supported by a neutral team of professionals.

What can it be used for?

For work centered on community change, charrettes can inform plans at various scales and for varying
areas of focus, including neighborhood plans, large-scale developments, park and public space plans,
affordable housing or transit-focused development plans, as well as individual sites and buildings. Some
places use a charrette process to inform updates to policies and codes (e.g., regional transportation plans
and zoning codes). See the appendix for examples of issues that a charrette might address.

How does it work?

Charrettes can vary in duration, scope, and complexity depending on the local context. However, a
key feature is a compressed schedule that culminates with an implementation plan. Unlike planning
processes that can take months or years, a charrette typically lasts between four and seven days. Meetings
are held on location. Problem solving is interactive and immediate. During this time, participants work
with professionals to voice challenges and hopes, options and solutions, while learning about existing
conditions and potential constraints.

What happens during a charrette?

While charrettes take several days to complete, they are typically composed of multiple sessions with
different purposes, activities, and participants. A core team of planners, urban designers, architects, and
landscape architects may guide participants through information and brainstorming sessions, sketching
and mapping exercises, and smaller, issue-specific, problem-solving meetings.

What is a charrette?
The term is French for “little
cart.” It appeared in the
late 1800s as architecture
students in Paris were
required to submit their
designs on a deadline. The
deadline was enforced
by collecting all work for
presentation on a charrette
(little cart) pulled through
the studio. This became a
parade-like ritual as students
actually got on the cart with
their work in order to make
last-minute adjustments
right down to the wire.

Sessions are typically very hands-on, with participants identifying area assets and challenges on maps, sharing community concerns or
potential opportunities, and reviewing models and sketches. Feedback loops ensure that participant solutions are captured and reflected as the
charrette process moves forward each day. Introductory and closing sessions tend to be more presentation style.

What happens before a charrette?

Preparation is critical for a successful charrette. The planning phase will likely take several months and should be led by a core team, including
the charrette sponsor, the lead consultant(s), and core staff from host agencies. In addition to planning the logistics of the event, the core
team’s focus should be engaging community stakeholders and forming a stakeholder advisory group to help shape the goals and structure of
the charrette. Building trust and interest during the planning phase is essential for future success. The team should also assemble detailed
information about the sites, including previous plans and studies, demographic and socio-economic data, and existing zoning and other
regulations pertinent to the area.

What are the benefits of a charrette?

According to the National Charrette Institute, located at Michigan State University, the benefits of a charrette process are:
Building trust among citizens and decisionmakers through
meaningful involvement and shared education;

Fostering good planning by securing diverse input and
public involvement;

Creating a shared vision;

Reducing project costs as charrettes use productive work sessions
and can help avoid future rework3.

Increasing project feasibility by obtaining early support from
citizens, professionals, and staff;

3

Adapted from: https://www.sandiego.gov/sites/default/files/gvchardesc081110.pdf
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What is an AARP livable communities charrette?
1. It is a rapid, intensive, and creative work session focused on a particular
site or issue in the community.
2. It is customized depending on the community’s project, needs,
and capacity.
3. It brings together the community and all interested parties to develop a
collaborative solution that takes a holistic approach to develop a viable
plan with the expectation of implementation.
4. It uses a community-driven design process with a clear deadline
that results in the production of a feasible solution aligning with the
community’s values.
5. It leverages AARP’s infrastructure to become a “go-to” resource for local
governments and communities.
6. It strengthens AARP’s ability to advocate for local livability issues most
relevant to members in a tangible, significant, and meaningful way.

An AARP charrette can be used at any stage of the
planning process:
1. During initial investigations to build interest around possibilities;
2. During visioning and articulating hopes for the future;
3. During master planning of a whole neighborhood or a specific parcel;
4. During coding to ensure that zoning will implement the plan;
5. During public realm standard development to help coordinate public and
private investments;
6. During updates to ensure that the plan reflects the current market and
community needs.

Urban design is often a primary focus of
planning charrettes.
Charrettes often focus on urban design, which addresses the layout
of streets, the character of a neighborhood, the style of buildings, and
location and composition of public amenities. Urban designers create
visual representations that make it easier to see how a place could look
and function. During a charrette, participants can offer feedback on how
different designs address community needs and concerns.
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Considering a Charrette
If contemplating a charrette, AARP state offices should consider several pre-charrette activities to
engage leadership and community members, build and strengthen local relationships, and provide
education about age-friendly and livable communities strategies. These preparation steps leverage
existing AARP tools, members, and volunteers and ensure that community voice is an early part of
the charrette planning.

1. Develop community profile: Compile research and data on the community to ensure an
in-depth understanding of the demographics and assets of a community before beginning
on the groundwork.
2. Meet with elected leaders: If the mayor, city council, or other key elected official has
named a coalition or lead entity to work on livable communities issues, request a meeting.
If no coalition is in place, send a formal communication to the elected official with an
invitation to collaborate on areas of shared interest.
3. Meet with local coalitions: With a “green light” from the elected official, meet with the
established coalition. If no coalition is in place, start advancing from steps #4 to #7 while
offering technical assistance to help form a coalition.
4. Conduct member listening sessions: The needs, wants, concerns, and priorities of
AARP’s members in the jurisdiction are assessed. Options for conducting a community
assessment include listening sessions, surveys, focus groups, town hall meetings, etc.
5. Recruit community volunteers: Volunteers will provide support for programs and
activities that engage and educate AARP members and other residents and advocate for
efforts that advance age-friendly approaches locally. Volunteer recruitment can happen
throughout the process.
6. Host an age-friendly/livable communities expo: The expo is an immersive and
interactive experience for AARP members and key stakeholders to learn more about the 8
Domains of an age-friendly community and AARP programs.
7. Conduct education and outreach activities: Use tools like HomeFit, Walk Audits, and
Active Living Workshops to help AARP members assess the livability of their own homes
and communities.
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Charrette Opportunities
Charrettes are often used when a community is grappling with how a specific area should look and function. A charrette can also
serve to engage a community in designing solutions to a problem at a specific location, such as crime, disorder or safety. This
can happen at the project/site level when a new development
is proposed or at a larger scale when a city or developer is
CONDUCT A
planning for a neighborhood, transit corridor, or in an area
MASTER PLANNING CHARRETTE
where 9-1-1 calls-for-service are increasing. Sometimes
WHEN:
charrettes are used at the policy-level to examine how
changes to zoning codes, transportation policies, and land use
The GOAL is to get a site plan approved, and zoning laws, regulations,
or ordinances that support the master plan or site plan are needed
regulations will impact a community. The goals, audiences,
and purpose of the charrette depend on where a project is
The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is planning officials, developers, and investors
in the process or where a problem is occurring and where
community input is needed.
The OUTCOME influences the general/comprehensive

Consider the following options when determining if and
what kind of charrette to host.

development plan and zoning code

CONDUCT A

CONDUCT AN

EDUCATIONAL CHARRETTE
WHEN:

CODING CHARRETTE
WHEN:

Zoning updates are needed

The GOAL is to document the vision of the project or to raise community
awareness of the project and to provide the opportunity to give input

The GOAL is to have public sector codes and standards that support the plans

The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is the community

The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is elected officials and the planning department

The OUTCOME influences community perceptions and market interests

The OUTCOME influences the general/comprehensive
development plan and zoning code

CONDUCT A

VISIONING CHARRETTE
WHEN:

The GOAL is to develop a master plan and programming to support it

CONDUCT A

PUBLIC REALM
STANDARDS CHARRETTE
WHEN:

The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is local government, investors, and developers

Public sector codes and standards need to be updated

The OUTCOME influences general/comprehensive
development plan and/or site plans

The GOAL is effective public realm management

CONDUCT A

PROBLEM-SOLVING CHARRETTE
WHEN:

A community problem has been identified at a specific location
The GOAL is to develop a community-supported solution to drive the
response and the tactics used by first responders or design changes
implemented by residents, business owners, or local government
The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is community residents, local business
owners, police and/or other government agencies
The OUTCOME influences public safety perceptions,
harm or crime reduction

The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is government departments
The OUTCOME influences the general/comprehensive
development plan and design guidelines

CONDUCT AN

UPDATES CHARRETTE
WHEN:

The GOAL is to revise plans and codes to reflect changing conditions
The PRIMARY AUDIENCE is planning officials, developers and investors
The OUTCOME influences all of the charrette options listed above
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Charrette Opportunities

Typically, charrettes are staffed by a team of professionals (usually consultants) when
the goal is to produce technically and legally sound documents that can be used to secure
zoning approvals or permits required for the project or area. Professional charrettes require
a sizable investment of resources and preparation time. Not every planning or visioning
effort requires a professional charrette.

For emergent initiatives that are at beginning stages, community volunteers, city

government staff, or community organizations might engage in charrette-like activities,
such as education and visioning workshops, community preference surveys to gauge what
features are more desired in a location, or brainstorming sessions.

For evolving initiatives that are small but staffed, work might be led pro-bono by

professionals who want to give back to their community. In these cases, groups often
work on preliminary or refined visions and designs or troubleshooting site challenges
and changes.
Regardless of the approach, scale, or activities, the fundamental purpose is the same: to
bring community voice into development decisions in a collaborative way that will be used
to inform plans and policies moving forward.
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Elements of a Charrette
Presentations are ideally made three times during the charrette: opening,
mid-term, and final.
The opening presentation focuses on key themes important to the charrette and
shares what other communities have done to address the challenge at hand.
The mid-term presentation reflects the ideas brought forward by participants and
is meant to generate lively discussion about promising approaches and those which
should be jettisoned.
The final presentation pulls together the themes and delivers a collective vision
derived from focus meetings, studio sessions, and other forms of input gathered during
the charrette. While the product may undergo edits and corrections, the goal at the
charrette’s conclusion is to rally stakeholders behind the outcome. Media coverage is
helpful at these presentations to build awareness of the charrette and to communicate
the results.

Focus meetings are roundtable discussions led by the charrette leader. Invitees should
come prepared to respond to specific questions critical to the focus topic. Ideally each
meeting has 24 or fewer participants to ensure that everyone is heard. A group of eight
participants is typical.

Open studio times create transparency and help community members see how their

feedback is being incorporated into the work of design teams. These sessions aren’t
intended to gather substantial community input, but they provide opportunities for the
public to visit and observe the behind-the-scenes work, learn more about the process,
and tour the studio. It is helpful to have a greeter who meets with visitors so that the
design teams can continue their work to prepare sketches and concepts for the upcoming
meetings and presentations.

Closed studio times for several hours leading up to a presentation are important for

multiday, professionally led charrettes, as this is when the workload and pressure is the
greatest. Critical stakeholder reviews should occur at least twice during the charrette,
preferably before presentations. The reviews should be one-on-one, a half-hour, and
include any property owners and planning officials involved in the charrette.
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Elements of a Charrette
Invitation, Ceremony and Celebration
The moments before and between the presentations, focus meetings and studio times are critical
times to engage and center participants. The aim of the charrette host should be to create an
atmosphere of possibility, where participants can be informed, solution-focused, and active in
shaping the charrette’s outcome. To do this, the host can reinforce the following themes:

Invitation:

Welcoming the community,
inviting them to be active
participants, and providing
them with adequate
information to understand
the project/development
site, livable community
principles, and the goals of
the charrette.

Ceremony:

Emphasizing the
importance of community
discussions, decisions made
during the charrette, and
how decisions made during
the charrette will influence
future action.

Celebration:

Marking each increment
of progress, especially
when a collective solution
emerges and when the work
advances to the next stage.

Each of these elements is included in the schedule for the AARP Livable Communities charrette held in San José.

A A R P L I VA B L E CO M M U N I T I E S C H A R R E T T E :

Reimagining Urban Villages and Main Streets in San Jose
MONDAY | 4/30

TUESDAY | 5/01

WEDNESDAY | 5/02

THURSDAY | 5/03

FRIDAY | 5/04

SATURDAY | 5/05

Open Studio
9 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Open Studio
9 a.m. – 7 p.m.

Open Studio
9 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Open Studio
9 a.m. – 1 p.m.

Open Studio
9 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Berryessa/BART Urban
Village Focus Group
1 – 3 p.m.
aarp.cvent.com/
SJ18BBFocusGroup

North 13th Street
Business Corridor
Focus Group
9 a.m. – 12 p.m.
aarp.cvent.com/
SJ18N13FocusGroup

Community Cookout*
6 – 8 p.m.
aarp.cvent.com/
SJ18CommunityCookout

Midterm Presentation
5 – 7 p.m.
aarp.cvent.com/
SJ18MidtermPresentation

Final Presentation
and Open House
10 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
aarp.cvent.com/
SJ18FinalPresentation

Opening Presentation
and Panel
6 – 9 p.m.
aarp.cvent.com/
SJ18OpeningPresentation

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

All events, with the exception of the Community Cookout, will take place at the Tech Museum of Innovation, 201 S. Market St., San Jose 95113.
The Community Cookout will take place at Mesquite & Oak Barbecue Restaurant, 856 N. 13th St., San Jose 95112. * All attendees will receive
FREE admission to the Tech Museum of Innovation from 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. on the day(s) of the charrette event(s) that they attend.

#AgeFriendlySJ
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The San José, CA Charrette Experience
The idea of sponsoring a charrette in San José was born several years earlier when leadership
from AARP California (AARP CA) met with state government officials to discuss their shared
interest in affordable housing and transportation choices to build more livable communities.
AARP California continued to hone its housing position and had success in helping to pass
statewide accessory dwelling unit (ADU) legislation in 2017. That same year, AARP California
surveyed Californians and found that housing expenses were a major obstacle to saving for
retirement and that 61 percent of those surveyed have considered leaving the state due to the
high cost of living.
Bolstered by these needs and coupled with a new AARP office opening in San José and willing
and interested city partners, AARP California gathered stakeholders to develop the first AARP
livable communities charrette.
The charrette theme, Reimagining Urban Villages and Main Streets in San José, focused on
developing a plan for two distinctive areas where community support and early planning was
underway: (1) Berryessa/BART Urban Village and (2) North 13th Street Business Corridor.
Berryessa is home to the city’s first regional rail (BART) station and presented an opportunity
to plan for significant new development and housing at the site, while North 13th Street offered
opportunities to redevelop an older business district into a thriving, age-friendly Main Street.

“It’s really great to
think about livability
as the concept that is
driving the entire design.
Designing for people
to age in place and to
think about the way we
design cities differently.
It is great to have AARP
supporting that and
letting us think about it
from that direction.”
JASON KING4
Valley Transportation Authority

AARP California offered the charrette in partnership with the City of San José and Valley
Transportation Authority; however, AARP was the lead convener and host of the event. In San
Jose, general planning already espoused livable communities. AARP CA used the charrette
process as a creative way to kickstart implementation. The charrette helped participants
transform abstract support for affordable housing into a tangible redevelopment strategy
focused on affordability and livability. As a neutral party, AARP California had success engaging
stakeholders who were skeptical of local advocacy organizations and public sector staff.

WHY A CHARRETTE — AARP CALIFORNIA PERSPECTIVE
Past charrettes have produced high-quality architectural and
planning projects with demonstrable public benefit.
A public planning charrette is an alternative to the “plan and
present” convention and provides a framework for creating
a shared vision with the community based on input by
professionals representing all key disciplines.
Charrettes promote trust between citizens/residents and
officials through meaningful involvement and education.

Engaging via a charrette builds long-term relationships with
key partners and residents, allowing AARP to be seen as a
“do-er” that is invested deeply in a community’s well-being.
Charrettes allow AARP to deploy and integrate many tools:
advocacy, consumer education, member engagement, and
public policy — all in service of advancing more age-friendly
places, co-created with community partners.

AARP Livable Communities Charrette Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ib3zZW69X4

4
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The San José, CA Charrette Experience
Planning began in 2017, a year before the charrette. During the planning phase,
AARP California:
Worked with local partners to create and recruit for several different charrette
working groups;
Retained a professional team to work with partners to design and scope the charrette;
Developed materials for and solicited project sponsors;
Developed implementation and communications plans that included stakeholder analysis,
outreach and media strategies, and logistics.

SAN JOSE HOUSING CHARRETTE TIMELINE

2017
MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

Project charter
developed.

Project charter
vetted.

AARP National
partners recruited.

Project Management
Team named.

Stakeholder meetings
and site visits.

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Sponsors, charrette
site, external
partners and
workgroup identified.

Sponsors, partners and
charrette workgroup
members recruited.

Implementation and
communication plans
completed.

2018
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

Sponsor commitments
secured. Charrette
workgroup launched.
Implementation
plan executed.

Execution of
implementation
plan continued.

Execution of
implementation
plan continued.

Execution of
implementation
plan continued.

Housing Charrette
(schedule for first
week of May).

The charrette was held from Monday through Saturday, April 30 to May 5, 2018. During the
week-long charrette, participants and the project team developed comprehensive visions for
housing-focused redevelopment at both sites and a detailed affordable housing agenda to
inform AARP California’s advocacy throughout the state.
AARP California strategically timed the charrette before the region’s 2018 Silicon Valley
Affordable Housing Week. The event provided a platform to share the charrette findings and
recommendations while demonstrating AARP’s desire to work with local leaders in new and
different ways to advance shared affordable housing goals.

The charrette, along
with continued partner
engagement, helped to
seed new successes:
In June 2021, the San
José City Council
approved rezoning plans
at the Berryessa BART
station, allowing for a
significant increase of
housing units, many of
which will be affordable.
In May 2021, city staff
met with community
members on a plan
amendment that will
allow new residential
uses in the North 13th
Street Business District.
Community members
continue to cite the
charrette findings
when engaging with
local officials.
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Engaging Locally – Other State Office Approaches
The San José AARP Livable Communities charrette required significant preparation and the commitment of staff and financial
resources, but ultimately that investment cast AARP California in a new light: one of dedicated partner eager to support creative,
community-engaged solutions to big challenges. The charrette was a tangible effort to advance AARP’s local livability advocacy.
Not every livable community engagement will be at the scale of a charrette. Numerous state offices have pursued different
approaches to educate partners and engage members, advocate for policy change, and support community-desired
interventions. It is possible to consider engagement activities on a spectrum, with community lectures being an easier onramp
for advocacy, and a charrette one of the more difficult. The experiences of AARP offices in Minnesota, Texas, Louisiana, and
Vermont showcase some of these other approaches.

Livable Communities Engagement Options
Community
and candidate
forums

Letters of
support to
electeds

Walk audits
with report

Multiday
workshops

Policy
development
and advocacy

Livable
communities
charrette

Minnesota

Statewide, AARP Minnesota has worked with the governor’s
office and state legislature to create an Age-Friendly Council,
which was established by Executive Order in late 2019. With
AARP advocacy during the 2021 legislative session,
lawmakers reauthorized the council to continue through
2024, and provided $3.9 million to fund its work and efforts
in local communities.

In Rochester, AARP Minnesota worked with a coalition of
bicycle advocates to support efforts to lower driving speeds
in town. AARP’s involvement changed the conversation from
“bikes versus cars” to making the community more livable for
people of all ages. Using AARP public policy resources, the
state office assisted members in a letter-writing and public
comment campaign, which led to the successful passage of a
new city ordinance.

Texas

As Olmsted County (home to the city of Rochester and the
Mayo Clinic) was considering joining the AARP Network of
Age-Friendly States and Communities, AARP Minnesota
organized livability forums featuring local experts and AARP’s
Livable Communities program to generate interest and
support for the work. The county joined the network in 2020.

Photo courtesy of AARP Minnesota

Jessica Lemann, AARP Texas’ associate state director of
outreach, offered this piece of advice: “Join as many coalitions
as possible — this helps to get members and volunteers
involved in city policy that impacts older adults.”
AARP Texas encourages and supports its members to
participate in city deliberations around age-friendly issues. In
advance of a large transportation bonding bill, the office held
virtual townhalls and sent email blasts with information about
the bond while reinforcing that multi-modal transportation
options support the ability to age in place.
For the past several election cycles, the state office held
mayoral candidate forums on age-friendly issues. These
well-attended events get the attention of future mayors,
showcase the importance of the work, and position AARP as
an important community partner. Throughout the year, AARP
hosts meet-and-greets with city council members and AARP
members so that older adults can share their pressing issues
with their elected officials. In this capacity, AARP has built
meaningful relationships with councilmembers and staff while
serving as a bridge to older residents.

These vignettes were developed through email and phone conversations with Jay Haapala, AARP Minnesota; Jessica Lemann, AARP
Texas; Kelly Poor, AARP Vermont; and Jason Tudor, AARP Office of Community Engagement.
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Engaging Locally – Other State Office Approaches
Louisiana

AARP Louisiana’s work in the Hollygrove neighborhood
after the devastation of Hurricane Katrina has been well
documented. The Hollygrove Livable Communities Project
built advocacy, planning, and organizing capacity in residents,
allowing them to lead design and advocacy efforts for priority
interventions in public safety, health, transportation and
economic development. The project leveraged philanthropic
funds so that residents could attend a skills-building
leadership academy and provided resources to implement new
programs and projects. The project trained residents to be
effective advocates for their neighborhood.

articulate current trends, future visions, and constraints
and opportunities. With those in hand, participants build a
roadmap with short- and longer-term actions necessary to
fulfill their vision.
Jason Tudor, former director of community outreach for
AARP Louisiana, notes, “Livable communities planning
is a pathway for building long-term relationships with
communities. We build trust and can have a bigger impact
when we help older adults in neighborhoods forge their
own destinies.”

Vermont

Addressing the mobility needs of older residents in Burlington
has been a focus of the Vermont state office for several
years. In 2014, AARP Vermont hired the Walkable and
Livable Communities Institute for a three-day community
engagement event to improve walkability in the South
End of Burlington. The visit culminated with a set of
recommendations, many of which were included in the city’s
master plan for the area. The office hosted walk audits with
city staff and AARP volunteers and supported additional
outreach and engagement to advocate for the city’s adoption
of a community-wide bike/pedestrian master plan.

Saving and rebuilding their local senior center was a primary goal of the Hollygrove
Livable Communities Project. Then-Mayor Landrieu dedicates the center with
Hollygrove residents in yellow shirts. Photo courtesy of AARP Louisiana.

In 2016, building on what was learned in Hollygrove about
resident-led community change, the state office funded
a three-day Safe Growth training/Search Conference for
community members to map out a future path for solving
challenges to livability in their communities. The conference
structure is designed to actively involve participants to

Rendering of a redesigned Pine Street in Burlington, Vt., from Walkable and Livable
Communities Report to AARP Vermont.
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Lessons from the Field
1. Apply an equity lens from the beginning. With any

community development or planning decisions, it is important
to examine who will be affected, how they will be affected, and if
the benefits and burdens of the decision are distributed equitably.
Committing to deep outreach and engagement is the best way
to answer these questions. This can require interpreters and
translated materials; multiple meeting types, times, and locations;
and a true willingness to hear the concerns of people who might be
wary of proposed changes.
Resources:
Planning for Equity Policy Guide produced by the American
Planning Association.
Engaging the Community to Create Community produced by
AARP and Cities of Service

2. Know your stakeholders deeply. During charrette

planning, it is critical to identify and engage those who have
a stake in the outcome. The National Charrette Institute calls
this being “people ready,” and they recommend using steering
committees, tours and audits, interviews, focus groups, and
educational workshops to build trust and understand stakeholder
interests and perspectives.5

3. Be clear about the client and the champion.

All engagement processes are different. Sometimes AARP may
be the host and organizer; other times, AARP might be a sponsor
or supporter of another entity’s process. In the case of San José,
AARP California commissioned and designed the work as part
of a local advocacy approach to allow AARP to promote and
support solutions aligned with the organization’s livability goals.
Identifying and supporting community champions, including
both residents and elected leaders, helps to ensure that the
recommendations are implemented after the charrette concludes.

4. Listen, learn, and take action. AARP state offices can use

surveys, focus groups, and targeted meetings to understand what
issues are most important in a community. Armed with this
knowledge, AARP can support activities that provide real value
to local partners. When AARP California selected the North 13th
Street Corridor as a charrette site, it was because they knew that
the community had long sought reinvestment and felt that earlier
plans were sitting on the shelf. Riko Mendez, a neighborhood
resident, said, “I’m very excited that AARP is partnering on this
project. We’ve been working with the city for a long time, and an
organization like AARP is one that the community does trust.”6

5. Build community capacity to participate in planning
decisions and advocate for change. By sponsoring
workshops and informational sessions, AARP can share expert
knowledge and new approaches with residents. In partnership

Touring in San Jose with local stakeholders and the charrette team.

with members and community partners, state offices can craft
proposed ordinances, policies, and letters of support and jointly
lobby to advance shared livability goals. AARP can also directly
invest in building community leadership. In New Orleans, AARP
Louisiana partnered to offer an eight-week livable communities
academy to 27 neighborhood residents. Empowered with new
skills, these residents successfully petitioned city officials for
neighborhood investment; enacted new programming in public
safety, health, transportation and economic development; and
implemented projects that continue to serve the community.

6. Leverage AARP assets to build on community-driven
opportunities. Engaging communities around AARP Network

of Age-Friendly States and Communities program is a powerful
catalyst to build partnerships that can put livability principles
into practice. In the application phase, state offices can forge
connections with local decision-makers, deepening relationships
and discovering areas of shared interest. The needs assessment
phase provides valuable information about community concerns
and interest, which can be used to target future engagements.
During action plan development, state offices can provide
facilitation, learning, and convening support, and can look for
opportunities to support future implementation through advocacy
and other activities.

7. Follow-up is critical. Community engagement and

relationship building can’t just happen during the planning stages
for a charrette. Walking the streets, visiting small businesses,
attending community gatherings, etc. before, during and after
the charrette is important. As San José Regional Manager Sophie
Horiuchi-Forrester points out, “Charrettes are a lot of work, but
the aftermath is just as important to keep those relationships
going — even if lots of change hasn’t happened yet. There is
nothing worse than hearing that AARP came, left and nothing
ever happened.”

These lessons are informed by conversations with the following individuals: Jason Tudor, AARP Office of Community Engagement;
Sophie Horiuchi-Forrester, San José regional manager, AARP California; Fred Buzo, San José director, SPUR (formerly of AARP
California); Scott Ball, Commons Planning, Inc.; and Shea DeAnda McCaslin, associate state director, communications, AARP California.
5
Madill, Holly and Bill Lennertz and Wayne Beyea. “PAS Memo: Crafting Charrettes that Transform Communities” American Planning
Association. Planning Advisory Service. 2018.
6
AARP Livable Communities Charrette Video. www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ib3zZW69X4
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Conclusion
Engaging the community in planning and designing its own
future is the key to building sustainable, age-friendly places.
In San José, the AARP livable communities charrette allowed
AARP California to showcase and advocate for the issues that
AARP members cared most about in their neighborhoods:
housing affordability, community reinvestment, and
transportation choices. AARP California and its charrette
team became an embedded partner in the city’s urban
planning work, leading community meetings, planning for the
charrette, implementing the charrette, and staying engaged
after the charrette concluded.
San José team members note that this level of engagement is
“a ton of work,” but the long-term impacts and strengthened
relationships are worth the effort. Community members and
planning department staff used charrette recommendations
to propose and adopt zoning changes and increase housing
production in the study areas.

“Showing up and being present — embedding and
putting something on the table — was a different
role for AARP. We weren’t just showing up to
meetings, we were putting a stake in the ground.”
FRED BUZO
Former associate director, AARP California

Using its tools, volunteers, and status as a trusted convener,
AARP state offices can play a leading role to help communities
create a more age-friendly future.
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Appendix
In a Livable Community, People of All Ages Can ...
Examples of Urban Design Issues to Explore in a Charrette
1. Outdoor Spaces and Buildings
2. Transportation
3. Housing
4. Community Health and Services

Charrette Policy Contexts

1. Zoning and Planning Policy
2. Transportation Policy and Land Use Coordination

Charrette Preparation Steps
Charrette Supply List
The Charrette Report
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In a livable community,
people of all ages can ...

Go for a walk

Ride a bike

Get around without a car

Spend time outdoors

Work or volunteer

Participate in activities

Enjoy public places

Socialize

Buy healthy food

Find needed services

Live safely and comfortably

... and make their city, town or
neighborhood a lifelong home.

Learn more at AARP.org/Livable
© AARP 2021, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED | Photographs from (in alphabetical order) Alamy; City of Cutler Bay, Florida; Dan Burden/
WALC Institute; Getty Images; iStockphotos | Download this graphic from aarp.org/livable-poster.
4
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Urban Design Issues to Explore in a Charrette

1. Outdoor Spaces
and Buildings

A charrette might investigate
a community’s open space
network (like the diagram to
the left) and street sections.
These diagrams can illustrate
the amount of open space,
its location in an area (and
conversely, where in an area
open space is lacking), whether
the open space connects to
trails, and what surrounds
the open space. In a charrette
discussion, participants can
assess the strengths and
weaknesses of public spaces
and whether the green spaces,
safe streets, sidewalks, outdoor
seating and public buildings
can be used and enjoyed by
people of all ages.

Proposed Greenway

Resource:
“Creating Parks and Public Places for People
of All Ages: A Step-by-Step Guide.” Produced
by AARP Livable Communities, 8 80 Cities
and The Trust for Public Land.

Existing Greenway
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Urban Design Issues to Explore in a Charrette

2. Transportation

A charrette might look at
public transit networks in
relationship to typical walking
distances of one-quarter to
one-half mile (sometimes
called “pedestrian sheds”).
This analysis might include
an AARP community walk
audit to identify areas in
need of better pedestrian
accommodations or illustrate
how bike and multi-use
facilities interact with transit
and pedestrian access.
Charettes might also consider
“mobility hubs,” where bike,
ride, scooter and other shared
options might be accessed
safely. Discussions might also
focus on “universal design”
principles to ensure that
people of all ages and abilities
can access transportation
options without barriers.

TRANSIT
Regional Bus Route
Regional Bus Stop
Local Circulator Bus
Circulator Stop
Shared Stop
Rail Stop
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Urban Design Issues to Explore in a Charrette

3. Neighborhood Design
and Housing
A charrette might investigate
neighborhood structure:
Do block sizes and street
widths make it easy to reach
destinations? Are different
housing options near
commercial and recreational
opportunities? Is housing
near schools, libraries,
and services?
What kind of housing
is available? Are singlefamily detached, duplexes,
townhomes, and apartments
available in the community
and juxtaposed to
encourage interaction
among many generations
and demographics?
Are affordable housing
opportunities integrated into
the neighborhood?
AARP resources:
The ABCs of ADUs: An Introductory Guide
Accessory Dwelling Units: An
Advanced Guide
Making Room: Housing for a
Changing America

DIVERSITY OF TYPES
Single-family Detached
Single-family Attached
Multi-family Detached
Multi-family Attached
Mixed-use
Office
Civic
Green
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Urban Design Issues to Explore in a Charrette

4. Community and
Health Services
A charrette might study
what the community and
health needs are and then
consider how the urban
structure might address
some of those needs. Are
recreational and educational
facilities integrated into the
neighborhood? Are they
programmed to meet the needs
of the entire community?
Is the programming
sufficiently intergenerational
to support use of the facilities
by multiple groups as much of
the day as possible?
Have yards and sidewalk
planting strips been
considered as opportunities
for gardens and other uses
that encourage social
interaction, nutrition and
community beautification?

SERVICES
Civic Building
Senior Specific Building
Retail/Commercial
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Charrette Policy Contexts
Zoning and Planning Policy
Federal, state, and local governments have
important responsibilities in community planning
and development. From zoning regulations to
the construction of streets and public transit,
government decisions regarding land use, housing,
and transportation have a significant impact on
livability. A charrette must work within the
current policy context and framework of the site,
while highlighting opportunities for policy change
when necessary.
Zoning regulations determine how and where new growth
occurs by controlling land use, density requirements and other
building specifications. Government is authorized to adopt
and enforce zoning to promote and protect the health, safety,
and welfare of communities.
In the century since zoning was introduced, the rigid
separation of land uses (i.e., residential uses in one area,
commercial in another, requiring a vehicle to travel

between them) has become the norm. The separation
mandated by this type of zoning makes it difficult to create
more walkable neighborhoods with main street retail and
transportation options.
With zoning controls in place, a property owner or developer
is required to apply for permits issued by a local government
permitting office. If the proposed project complies with
zoning, the application receives zoning approval and can move
on to construction permitting. If the project does not comply,
the developer must revise plans or apply for a rezoning or a
variance. A rezoning proposal is then scheduled for a public
hearing, which provides opportunity for public feedback and
allows for important changes to be negotiated when necessary.
A developer will sometimes use a charrette process to
negotiate plans with a community. Other times, a community
may utilize a charrette to demonstrate options for the site
whether a variance is needed or not.

The livability issues that most often need addressing in a charrette are:
Integrating uses so that daily needs can be met in
walkable distances;

Form-based zoning is a contemporary zoning technique that
results in more livable and walkable neighborhoods. Formbased codes can be calibrated to communities through a
charrette process, or the process can be used to explore the
possibility of updating the zoning code for livability. To learn

Creating more diverse and inclusive housing options that meet
the needs of all ages and abilities.

more about zoning and land use codes and their impact on
livability, AARP has developed two helpful resources:
AARP and Congress for the New Urbanism, Enabling
Better Places: A Handbook for Improved Neighborhoods;
AARP Livability Fact Sheet on Form-Based Codes.
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Charrette Policy Contexts
Transportation Policy and Land Use Coordination
Transportation planning and policy decisions significantly
impact the built environment. The effect of where and
what kinds of transportation investments occur is felt at
the regional and neighborhood level. Depending on the
funding source, project size, and location, transportation
decision-making can occur at every level of government. In
most places, transportation policy is guided by a regional
transportation plan (RTP) which is updated every five years by
a metropolitan planning organization (MPO.) The RTP looks
out 30 years into the future and uses data and models
to forecast population growth and transportation needs
that are consistent with a region’s vision for its future.
The plan also includes a four-year program of priority
transportation improvements.
A charrette can be a useful tool for RTP updates, as these plans
require community engagement and must consider safety,
quality-of-life, accessibility, environmental and other issues
alongside mobility concerns.
In addition to regional transportation policy, local
transportation departments have jurisdiction over many
roadways and transit systems in a community, excepting
state- or county-maintained highways or transit.

While it is difficult or nearly impossible to separate
transportation development from land use planning when
considering livability, governmental infrastructure can
keep these two issues disconnected, and the charrette will
need to look for opportunities to pull them together. When
preparing for a charrette, it is good practice to document the
jurisdiction(s) under which the roads and transit fall.
When a community is seeking to create a more compact and
walkable area, which requires more diversified land uses and
intensified development, some may raise concerns about
increased traffic congestion. Most congestion is generated
by through traffic, not internal neighborhood circulation.
By making communities more complete so that shopping,
working, education and home are within shorter distances,
through traffic and congestion can be reduced.
A challenge that often must be addressed in charrettes is
that land development can often move much faster than
transportation systems. A charrette focused on a development
site may expect to see the start of implementation in a few
years or even months. Transportation plans, on the other
hand, typically take more than a decade to move from vision
to implementation.
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Charrette Preparation Steps
If an AARP state office is considering hosting a charrette as the lead sponsor, this timeline is helpful for planning preparations.
The American Planning Association’s Crafting Charrettes That Transform Communities memo also suggests milestones for
charrette preparation.

Stage 1 (six months prior if a full master planning charrette; six weeks prior if a community-led charrette):

Secure a charrette leader;
Determine the initial theme, study site, and potential date of the charrette;
Begin to pitch charrette to potential sponsors;
Begin to meet with critical stakeholders and city officials;
Solicit endorsements from elected officials and influencers (brief written endorsements from opinion leaders can
go a long way to developing support, funding, and momentum for a charrette).

Stage 2 (five months or weeks prior depending on event):
Reserve studio space:

A range of locations may be considered, including
neighborhood/city auditoriums and theaters, schools,
meeting spaces, churches, empty shop fronts, hotel
conference rooms, and office spaces;
Ensure adequate internet connection and windows to
provide natural light;
Minimum charrette studio area is around 1,800
square feet for design work;
If there are large meetings or presentations
anticipated, an additional venue may be needed;
Two to four banquet tables that can be pulled together
with chairs for meetings;
Another two to four banquet tables for drinks and
food, supplies and base map materials;
Additional banquet tables for designers (two
designers can work at a single table);
If breakout stations are anticipated for small-group
work, two banquet tables for each are helpful.

Reserve presentation space(s):

Presentation venues should accommodate the
expected crowd;
Seating is best arranged lecture-style, in rows;
One or more projectors, a laser pointer, and
a PA system (it is good practice to video
record presentations).

Document charrette agreements:

Solidify site focus and key stakeholders;
If needed, enter into formal contracts among parties
to establish expectations and deliverables;
Determine focus group themes for the charrette.
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Charrette Preparation Steps
Stage 3 (four months or weeks prior depending on event):
Conduct fundraising and solicit sponsorships;
Develop and initiate advertising and communication plan;
Set up project website, if there will be one, and registration logistics, if registration is required for attendance;
Finalize consultant team contracts (usually as sub-contracts to the charrette leader);
Solicit endorsements from elected officials and influencers (brief written endorsements from opinion leaders can
go a long way to developing support, funding, and momentum for a charrette);
1. Assemble professionals experienced in charrettes.
2. A full master planning charrette team should have six to 10 core team members.

Core Team Members
Charrette leader: The charrette leader leads all meetings
and presentations, coordinates all work with the AARP team
and the stakeholders, guides and makes final decisions
on design work prepared and organized by the design
coordinator. The charrette leader typically does not do
much design work, but rather conducts the events and
oversees all work prior to, during, and after the charrette.
Design coordinator: A very organized leader who
communicates effectively and manages design work during
and after the charrette.
Urban designers (2): Skilled in urban planning work and
good at sketching, with at least five years of experience.

Architectural designers (2): Skilled in codes, building design,
street sections. Architectural designers can be recent
graduates with at least one or two years of experience.
Renderer (1): This must be a top-notch professional. Much
of the final product will be judged by this team member’s
talents. Can be CAD (computer-aided design) software
or hand rendering. The renderer should be capable of
producing a minimum of one final drawing every day during
the charrette.
Receptionist (2): for basic logistics support at each of the
meetings and presentations.

Stage 4 (four months or weeks prior depending on event):

Finalize all charrette gatherings, focus groups, and tours;
Implement communications plan;
Book travel and lodging for out-of-town participants;
Book one or two minivans or SUVs for the duration of the charrette for general needs, access to the site, and for
visiting local urban and architectural models.

Stage 5 (three months or weeks prior depending on event):

Arrange for food and beverage services if needed (lunches should be ordered in as much as possible);
Begin general pre-event logistics management;
Order supplies.
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Charrette Supply List

3 Boxes of push pins
4 Boxes of drafting dots
4 Erasers
1 Steel straight edge
2 Boxes of pens
2 Boxes of Sharpie pens (black)
1 Stapler
1 Box of staples
1 Post-It Notes (pack of 8)
1 Tape dispensers
1 Scotch Tape-removable (blue)
1 Scotch Tape (green)
1 Scissors
2 Masking tape-1”
1 Gaffer’s tape (to tape down electric cords so they

25 Illustration board 30” x 40” white sheets (for covering
worktables for drawing)

14 Architectural task lamps for the studio
30 Banquet tables 3’ x 6’ folding tables
30 Chairs for the design team plus more for anticipated
attendance at meetings and presentations

4 Large trash cans with bags
4 Large recycling bins, mostly for paper
4 Electrical pencil sharpeners
1 First aid kit
12 12” x 50-yd. rolls tracing paper
4 24” x 50-yd. rolls tracing paper
2 36” x 25-yd. rolls tracing paper
1 Pack of 11” x 17” manila folders
1 Pack of notepads

don’t become trip hazards)

10 Surge suppressor strips
6 3-prong, 3-outlet 8’ extension cords
6 3-prong, 3-outlet 15’ extension cords
4 3-prong, 20’ extension cords
14 Gator Board 4’ x 8’
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The Charrette Report

Report Contents
Introduction
Project and Process
Site Context
Existing Site Conditions
Illustrative Plan
Master Plan Neighborhood
Structure Pedestrian Sheds
Transit Network
Existing Thoroughfare
Network Proposed
Thoroughfare Network
Proposed Greenway
Connectivity
Detailed Critical
Development Sites
Street Sections Proposed
Regulatory Amendments

Purpose: The charrette report shapes the legacy of the initiative. A quality report will serve as

a reference point for the study area during future planning and implementation efforts. The
report sets the long-term vision for the study area, usually presenting illustrations of the project
up to 40 years into the future, then calling out the critical near-term decision points to realize
the vision.

Architectural Types/
Standards

Champions and audiences: AARP-supported charrettes will typically be presented with

a local government or other community partner. While the charrette itself is an important
milestone, its true aim is to guide and inform subsequent action. When designing the charrette,
partners should be clear about how the report’s recommendations will support future funding,
zoning, and policy decisions. Audiences for a charrette will vary — in some cases, city planning
and regulatory departments are the audience as participants recommend changes to public
spaces, street design, land uses, or services. In other instances, the charrette may be used to
give insights to the developer and investor community about what the community is looking for
in a specific area. Charrette leaders should structure the process and report with their primary
audience in mind. Reports should define technical terms, illustrate the desired future vision,
and outline critical actions to deliver that vision.

Intellectual property: Ensure that contracts detail who owns the materials produced during
the charrette.

Format: Standard 8.5”x11”-sized paper is the preferred format, as it is the easiest for people to
print. Similarly, the preferred layout is single-page, as it is easier for digital display and print
than two-page spreads.
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